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By Marcelle Rutherfurd
The Greater Seattle Area, which includes Tacoma, Seattle and
Bellevue, was recently ranked the third-best city in the U.S.
for women to start a business in 2018. This information was
discovered as a result of a study conducted by business.org. using
data compiled by the U.S. census and the National Association
of Women Business Owners (NAWBO). The greater Seattle
area was ranked third underneath the Tampa area in
Florida and Silicon Valley, California. Other cities in the top
10 included the Bay Area, Minneapolis, Orlando and Miami.
Business.org used five different factors to collect this data and
determine the results of the study. The analysts looked at the
percentages of women-owned businesses, the number of new
businesses per 100,000 people, women-to-men pay difference,
unemployment rate for women, and the number of NAWBO
chapters in each area. They then weighed these factors to
determine the ranking of the cities; the percentage of womenowned businesses were weighed at 40 percent, the number of
new businesses per 100,000 people was weighed at 30 percent,
the pay difference between sexes was rated at 15 percent, the
unemployment rate for women was weighed at 10 percent,
and the Number of NAWBO chapters ranked at 5 percent.
Unspurprisingly, Seattle also ranked highly for
startups, with the third-most new businesses per 100,000
people behind New York and LA. Seattle was given a
ranking of 19 for pay differences between men and
women. The smallest pay gap in the nation, according
to the study, is the Steel Valley in Pennsylvania and
Ohio. The Seattle area was given a ranking of 13 for
women-owned businesses. Spokane was ranked fourth.
“It’s no secret that women tend to earn less than men
in the United States. Taking home less pay than their
male peers may spur some women to start their own
businesses, but it’s interesting to see which cities landed
in the top and bottom for the pay gap,” the study reads.
Tacoma is thought to have one of the highest rankings
because the city promotes women’s success in unique ways.
“Tacoma has a large number of organizations that are
focused on helping women-owned businesses succeed.
From the non-profit SCORE, the Women’s Business
Initiative for Tacoma, nearby Alliance of Women-Owned
Businesses headquarters, and many others. I think helping
foster female success in business is a priority for Tacoma
and its residents,” Cassie Tolhurst at business.org said.
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By Ayden Bolin

For many, college is a time of
independence and transition into
adulthood. With this comes the new
responsibility of independent living.
This transitional period also marks a
time when many young adults may begin
participating in substance use. According
to the Substance Abuse and Mental
Health Services Administration, in 2014
more than a third of college students had
been binge drinking in the past month,
and one in five had partaken in an illicit
substance in the past month.
There have been some concerns around
drug abuse at the University of Puget
Sound. While the rate of alcohol use is
consistent with other schools around the
country, cannabis use is higher, according
to Chris Edwards, a psychologist and the
Substance Abuse Prevention Coordinator
at Counseling, Health, & Wellness
Services (CHWS) at the University of
Puget Sound.
“With alcohol, Puget Sound doesn’t
really stand out from the crowd, as far as
kind of the national statistics. It’s pretty
consistent, the rate at which students are
reporting their use of alcohol here, so
it’s important to acknowledge that not
everybody on campus drinks, and that’s
part of the social norms messaging that
we do every year,” Edwards said.
Binge drinking is defined by the
National Institute of Health (NIH) as
having more than four to five drinks in
one sitting, or in less than two hours.
Typically, as a result, this brings blood
alcohol levels to 0.08 percent. In a 2014
NIH survey, around 60 percent of college
students age 18–22 drank alcohol in the
last month, and of that group, two out of
three engaged in binge drinking.
“From the Core Survey and Healthy
Minds — Core was from 2013, Healthy
Minds was from 2016; that’s where we
draw a lot of our data — about a third
of students are reporting that they don’t
use any alcohol on a regular basis, about
more than a third are reporting that when
they drink, they do so in moderation, so
anywhere from one to four drinks, and
then there is the other end of the bell
curve, students that drink in excess,”
Edwards said.
Cannabis use is becoming more and
more popular nationwide. According to
a University of Michigan study in 2016,
39 percent of college students in the U.S.
indicated that they had used cannabis in
the past year, and 22 percent indicated use
in the past 30 days. These values were up
9 and 5 percent respectively from 2006.
“I think the biggest misperception is
that the majority of students on campus
do use marijuana in some form, which is
not 100 percent true. In 2013, there was
about 2/3 of the campus who were saying,
‘I haven’t used any marijuana in the last
30 days,’ compared to 2016, with the
Healthy Minds study, there were about

41 percent of students who said, ‘I have
used marijuana over the course of the
last 30 days.’ So we have noticed a slight
increase in the number of students who
are using marijuana, who report using
marijuana; however, that does not mean

of Puget Sound website, some campus
staff are trained to carry and use Narcan
(naloxone HCl), which is an emergency
treatment for cases of opiate overdose.
Upon administration, the medicine can
help to reverse the lethal effects of an
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it’s a majority behavior,” Edwards said.
There are also mounting concerns for
opiate use around the nation. According
to the U.S. Department of Health and
Human services, in 2016, 116 people died
every day from opiate-related drug abuse
in the United States. In total, 42,249
people died of opiate overdose.
To combat drug abuse, the University
of Puget Sound is taking preventative
measures. According to the University

overdose. Additionally, in Washington,
Narcan can be bought without a
prescription directly from a pharmacist.
Through the University of Puget
Sound, there are some available addiction
treatment options for students. All
Addictions Anonymous is a support group
that provides solidarity in recovery every
Friday from noon to 1 p.m. CHWS also
offers one-on-one treatment and therapy
for those recovering from addiction.

SECURITY UPDATES
The following is a summary of incidents
reported to Security Services occurring
on-campus between April 3, 2018 and
April 9, 2018:
· A student reported their bicycle was
stolen from the storage rack outside
Seward Hall. They had not seen the bicycle
in several days, so it is not certain when the
theft occurred.
editor - in - chief ................ Casey

that’s for marijuana anonymous, which
actually just moved to Puyallup, I believe.
Then there is, through Pierce County
[Alcoholics Anonymous], you could go
on that website and pretty much find a
meeting any hour of the day, from six in
the morning to late at night,” Edwards
said.
For students facing addiction, there are
many resources both on campus and in
Tacoma that can be of help.
This is an ASUPS Media Publication

· Security staff witnessd a vehicle hit the
curb and drive up on the Plaza from N.
14th and Lawrence Streets. Officers were
able to stop the vehicle and contact the
driver and passenger (neither affiliated
with the University) on the West side of
the Rotunda. Both individuals appeared
intoxicated. Tacoma Police responded.
The driver was arrested for suspicion of
operating a vehicle under the influence and
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the vehicle was impounded.
Crime Prevention
Crime prevention is a community
responsibility. Please do your part to keep
the campus safe. Security staff work 24/7
and are available to assist you. Always
report suspicious activity immediately
to Security Services (253.879.3311). Be
mindful of your safety and security by

using our 24-hour safety escort program
and by keeping belongings secured.
The use of a U-bolt style lock to secure
bicycles is highly recommended. Do not
leave valuables in your vehicle. Contact a
member of our team if you have questions
or concerns about campus safety. We are
here to serve you.
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“Students might pursue individual
counseling, and so that could be with
any of our mental health providers on
campus. All Addictions Anonymous,
that’s probably the most well-known.
There is a group, Tokeless in Tacoma, so

The Trail is an independent, student-run organization funded by ASUPS.
The Trail seeks to produce a credible weekly newspaper that serves as a
comprehensive source of information relevant to its readership. The Trail acts
as an archival record for the university, serves as a link between University
of Puget Sound and the greater Tacoma community and provides an open
forum for student opinion and discourse.
Visit trail.pugetsound.edu for the full mission statement.
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By Ellen Finn

The University of Puget Sound
Bioethics club hosted Jae Bates ‘18
to speak about issues surrounding
healthcare for transgender patients on
April 4. Members of the club and other
interested students attended the event
in Thompson Hall, where Bates gave a
presentation on the barriers transgender
people in particular face in the healthcare
industry.
While Bates has not been involved
academically in bioethics, he has
background in ethics as a gender and
queer studies minor, and drew most of
his information from his own research

as well as personal experience as a trans
man. In the past Bates has taught K-12
teachers how to help trans children in
their classrooms by informing teachers
of the unique issues that trans students
may face.
In his presentation, Bates defined
transgender healthcare as a wide variety of
things, including mental health services,
which are often required by healthcare
providers in order for trans patients to
receive hormones or surgeries if they
desire them. Although the American
Psychiatric Association (APA) removed
“Gender Identity Disorder” (a term that
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was used for transgender people) from
the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual
of Mental Disorders in 2012, oftentimes
insurance requires that trans or nonbinary people be diagnosed with gender
dysphoria in order to be prescribed
testosterone or estrogen.
He also stressed that transgender
healthcare should be considered a part of
all healthcare.
“Anyone who wants to be a healthcare
medical professional should know how to
treat trans people,” Bates said. “Not only
physically, but socially as well. Too many
trans people are harassed by doctors.”
Later in his presentation, Bates
explained that oftentimes when trans
people seek care for a medical issue
that has nothing to do with gender or
reproductive organs, doctors have higher
rates of invasive, unnecessary procedures
due to disbelief or curiosity about trans
bodies.
Bates also stressed that not all trans or
non-binary people choose to medically
transition. However, those that do
choose to take hormones, have surgery
done, or both, face barriers in terms of
gatekeeping and in terms of cost and
access.
Bates gave examples from his own
experience about how expensive taking
hormones and getting surgery can be. He
also explained how many trans people
are passed through the care of many
different doctors to get procedures and
prescriptions that they need, making the
process particularly complicated.
According to the National Transgender
Discrimination Survey, 19 percent of
respondents said that someone denied
them medical services because of their
gender identity. Additionally, half of the
people polled in the survey had to explain

health issues to their own doctors. This
could be a significant deterring factor for
the transgender community from getting
the care they need.
To avoid this, Bates said that doctors
should focus on the ethics they would
normally follow during their work. This
means they should minimize harm by
appropriately assessing trans people’s
needs and not further stigmatizing
their bodies. They should also give trans
people the autonomy to self-identify and
have that identity acknowledged and
respected by their healthcare provider.
Bates added that this also includes
asking what terms an individual uses
for their body, asking for consent before
procedures, and being transparent.
He also said that ethically, it is
important for people in the healthcare
industry to see barriers and work with
them or around them to give trans people
the care that they need.
“The reason I do these presentations
is because you will meet someone who
is trans, because there are trans people
everywhere, and you will want to know
how to treat them well,” Bates said.
Emma Goldblatt has been the
president of the Bioethics club for the
past three years. She has helped change
the format of the club to include more
guest speakers.
“We want to demonstrate the breadth
of bioethics in order to get people
interested who don’t think that they’re
interested,” Goldblatt said. “We’ve made
a greater effort to include speakers on
topics such as race, ableism, climate
change, healthcare and eugenics.”
The Bioethics club meets on
Wednesdays at 7 p.m. in Thompson 381.

Israeli-Palestinian conflict escalates in fatal
Gaza border protest
By Isaac Sims-Foster

The Gaza Strip — a Palestinian
territory adjacent to Israel, Egypt, and
the Mediterranean — was the subject of
international news on March 30, when
15 Palestinians lost their lives in a protest
against Israel’s blockade of their territory
and in support of a safe and fair return to
the homes they consider stolen in Israel.
Since its founding in 1948, just after
World War II, Israel has been immersed
in controversies and often open conflicts
with
its
surrounding
territories,
especially the State of Palestine, which
contains the Gaza Strip and the West
Bank. Many Palestinian citizens are
refugees who were removed from Israel
when it was created.
Tension between the two nations has
been taut, often breaking into violence.
But according to the New York Times,
this particular “flare-up, ignited by
isolation and economic deprivation,
was the worst in years in the small
Mediterranean enclave. In recent years,
neighboring Egypt has joined Israel
in the blockade, and the Palestinian
Authority, which administers the West
Bank, has imposed sanctions. With the
territory’s economy collapsing, fears of
an explosive backlash have mounted.
“The protest came at a particularly
charged time, as Jews prepared for the
start of the Passover holiday on Friday
evening, and as Palestinians observed
Land Day. The day commemorates the
events of March 30, 1976, when Israeli
security forces shot and killed six Arab

citizens of Israel during protests over
the government’s expropriation of
Arab-owned land in northern Israel,”
The Times continued. Thousands of
Palestinians had bused to the protests,
which took place just hundreds of yards
away from the Israeli Border.
These political, religious, and cultural
circumstances resulted in violence on

last Friday and wounded hundreds.
Palestinians and some rights groups say
troops are firing on people even when
they are unarmed or pose no immediate
threat,” according to National Public
Radio coverage from April 7. NPR also
reported that Israel has accused Hamas,
the militant Palestinian organization
that currently governs Gaza, of

“It’s complicated, but the truth is that Israel,
intentionally or not, has decided to occupy this land
and oppress these millions of people.”
- Morey Lipsett ‘19
both sides of the border. “As some began
hurling stones, tossing Molotov cocktails
and rolling burning tires at the fence,
the Israelis responded with tear gas
and gunfire. The Israelis said they also
exchanged fire with two gunmen across
the fence and fired at two others who
tried to infiltrate into Israel. … After the
violence began, the Israelis declared the
area surrounding Gaza a closed military
zone, and said they had responded with
riot-control methods and had fired
toward the ‘main instigators,’” according
to the New York Times.
“Gaza officials said Israeli troops
have killed at least 29 Palestinians since

“fomenting violence under the guise of
a civil protest.”
The tumultuous nature of the IsraelPalestine
conflict
affects
people
worldwide, especially in the charged
global communities of Judaism and
Islam. Jewish Americans, in particular,
have a complicated relationship with
Israel, as expressed by Puget Sound
student Morey Lipsett ‘19:
“In the Jewish community, I was raised
to see Israel ... as a culmination of 2,000
years of oppression, as a state that was
founded basically to save us. Because
of that, I feel very connected to it, even
though I don’t really know that many

Israelis. … It’s complicated, but the truth
is that Israel, intentionally or not, has
decided to occupy this land and oppress
these millions of people. As a Jewish
American it’s really difficult because we
think we’ve learned from 2,000 years of
oppression to value justice and liberation
and then these people are doing this for
us, basically, and I struggle with how to
talk about that. People in my parents’
generation really don’t know how to talk
about it.”
As a Jewish American, Lipsett
is a member of one of the largest
spiritual and cultural populations at
the University as well as a member of J
Street U, the campus branch of a national
non-profit organization that “organizes
and mobilizes pro-Israel, pro-peace
Americans who want Israel to be secure,
democratic and the national home of the
Jewish people. Working in American
politics and the Jewish community, we
advocate policies that advance shared
US and Israeli interests as well as Jewish
and democratic values, leading to a twostate solution to the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict,” according to their website.
“J Street U works on campuses, where
there is a very divisive Palestinian
solidarity
movement
that
has
unfortunately sometimes veered into the
realm of anti-Semitism, and then there’s
a Jewish community that just will not
talk about Palestine, a sort of middle
ground,” Lipsett said.
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OPINIONS

Opinions contained herein do not necessarily reflect the views of The Trail staff, ASUPS, the University or its Board of Trustees. Articles and letters in the Opinions
section are printed at the discretion of the Trail editorial staff. The Trail reserves the right to refuse any letters submitted for publication. Letters to the editor will
not be edited for grammar, spelling, or content, except in the case of material that is considered to be offensive, as determined by the Trail style guide. All letters to the
editor must be signed and must have an email address or phone number. Letters for publication the following Friday are due no later than Monday at noon and may
be sent to: The Puget Sound Trail, 1095 Wheelock Student Center, Tacoma, WA 98416 or trail@pugetsound.edu.

Seattle sues Trump to halt citizenship question on census
By Jackie Sedley

The City of Seattle announced on Tuesday that it will be support the people who reside within their borders.
undocumented immigrants live within its borders. Chandler
suing the Trump administration in an attempt to halt the
The City of Seattle has felt personally inclined to involve Felt, a demographer for King County, claims that even those
addition of a question regarding citizenship status to the itself in this lawsuit because approximately 150,000 with Green Cards may stray from completing the census
2020 census.
due to fear of Trump’s immigration tactics.
Questions regarding citizenship have not
According to data acquired from the United
appeared on a nationwide census since
States Southern District of New York, roughly
1950, which alludes to the lack of societal
one in seven Washington state residents is
progression guiding this addition.
an immigrant, and in 2014 over one in four
In accordance with the United States
immigrants in Washington were undocumented.
Constitution, the government is required to
Head Start, a Washington non-profit program
count the number of people residing within
that advocates for high-quality early learning
the United States every 10 years. This data is
for low-income children, could be drastically
used primarily to determine the number of
affected by this addition. As nearly half of the
seats per state in the United States House of
families involved in the program are Latino, a
Representatives, as well as to determine how
lack of immigrants responding to the census
to distribute funding to roughly 300 censuscould cause this program to receive less funding.
guided federal grant and funding programs.
Offices like the Highway Trust Fund, which
The United States Census Bureau aims to
funds road construction, the Department of
use collected data to shape important policy
Transportation and Medicaid programs could
decisions with the intent of improving social
all be affected by the seemingly simple addition
and economic conditions. Nowhere in its
of this question as well.
online mission statement or program details
A study conducted by George Washington
does the census so much as insinuate that
University determined that if even one percent
citizenship rights would in any way assist the
of the Washington state population had been
Bureau in achieving its goals, nor is it their
undercounted in 2015, over $2 million in federal
responsibility to contribute to any studies
funding would have been lost for the Medicaid
regarding citizenship.
program.
In 1980, there was a previous attempt
Overall, the addition of questions such as
to add a question which would ascertain
these hinders democracy and damages the
citizenship information from census-takers.
accuracy of the decennial count. This question
However, the Bureau immediately shut this
truly appears to be an intimidation tactic, as
attempt down, claiming that “obtaining
if the government is trying to punish states
the cooperation of a suspicious and fearful
and their respective cities and counties that
population would be impossible if the group
house immigrants and refugees. The tension
being counted perceived any possibility of
surrounding questions regarding citizenship is
the information being used against them.”
also due in part to surfacing fears of government
In the current anti-immigrant climate, a
registries being initiated that would keep track
significant portion of United States residents
of those of immigrant or undocumented status.
without full citizenship are constantly living
Therefore, if states wish to continue receiving
in fear of being deported. However, as they
benefits and if the Census Bureau wishes to
are still currently living within America, they
continue receiving accurate population data,
deserve the benefits that could be provided
questions that may intimidate people out of
by the census just as much as any United
taking the survey must be entirely prohibited.
States citizen should.
If the Census Bureau wishes to continue
Higher populations, as recorded through
following the practices mandated by the
the census, often receive greater benefits than
United States Constitution, it is necessary to
states with lower populations. However, if the
enable more productive conversations on basic
citizenship question intimidates residents
standards of human rights of citizens and noninto abstaining from surveys, population
citizens across the country, and in Congress.
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records will appear lower and states may risk 1940 United States Census poster
losing limited benefits that are inadequate to

Letter to
the Editor

To the editor:

I want to congratulate Bean
McQueen on the Combat
Zone piece on “New study
show that everyone but you is
having a ton of great sex.” I
thought it was hilarious and
very clever. Whether intended
or not, it is a beautiful parody
on academic research and on
our universal sense of “missing
out,” as well as being absurdly
true.
Sincerely,
Shirley Skeel

Language about Tacoma is racially coded
and problematic
By Casey O’Brien

Our language about Tacoma is coded — and it is a problem.
A friend of a friend of mine who is from Seattle was chatting with
me recently about Tacoma. What she had to say didn’t shock me,
but it did disappoint me.
“Tacoma’s dangerous. It has such a drug and gang problem. It’s
sketchy. And it smells bad.” From someone educated and, I thought,
fairly progressive, it was saddening to me that she saw my adopted
home this way.
A friend of mine from high school who went to UW told me
that if we ever wanted to hang out, I should just come up to
Seattle because “it’s way more fun.” Comments about Tacoma
run the gamut from mocking it as Seattle’s more boring cousin to
outright calling it a hotbed of violence. When people call Tacoma
“Tacompton,” it is a prime example of how racial coding influences
our perspectives.
The truth is, the perception that Tacoma is more dangerous, more
sketchy or more “ghetto” than its northern cousin are largely tied
to the fact that it is far more racially and socioeconomically diverse
than Seattle, or even the rest of Washington.
Based on census data, both Seattle and Tacoma are about 65
percent white, but they vary in percentages of other racial groups.
For example, Tacoma is about 12 percent African American, and
Seattle is only 7 percent. Seattle is about 5 percent mixed race, and
Tacoma is around 8 percent.
Even within Tacoma, the neighborhoods that people want to
spend time in, even our own students here at Puget Sound, are
largely divided by racial lines. Students spend very little time in

South Tacoma or even Downtown, many never venturing past 6th
Avenue.
On campus, I hear people comment that they are “afraid” of
South Tacoma and Hilltop. While I do not blame these individual
students, I do think our collective perception of the city in which
we live needs to be examined, especially as white folks.
Our understandings of “danger” are colored by our percepitons
of race. “Dangerous” areas to white people are almost always also
brown areas. The nickname “Tacompton” serves to illustrate this.
It compares Tacoma to Compton, a multi-racial neighborhood of
Los Angeles perceived to have high crime rates, and both areas are
also much more diverse than the surrounding residential areas.
We need to be conscious of the impact these perceptions can have,
especially on members of our larger community. If we want to be
a part of this city, we have to engage with this city, and to engage
with it, we can’t turn up our noses.
I have enjoyed every moment of the last four years in Tacoma — not
just in Proctor and at Point Defiance, but in every neighborhood.
I have enjoyed protests and marches, wandering through King’s
Books and our other lovely bookstores, seeing exhibits at the
Tacoma Art Museum and eating at restaurants all over the city.
There are parts of every neighborhood of this city — not just the
North End — that I will be sad to leave in just over a month. As a
journalist, I have written stories about and explored many aspects
of this city, and I think I am a better person because of it.
So cross 6th Avenue. You’ll be glad you did.
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The Happy Trail is The Trail’s weekly sex column that seeks to inform the community on issues related to sexuality and gender by addressing these topics in an education-based way. Our mission is
to make the campus a safer place by normalizing and demystifying topics like safer sex practices, sexualities, kinks and polyamory, while shedding light on topics like trans rights, sexual and domestic
violence, gender inequalities and intersectionality. Happy Trail correspondents are not medical professionals; if you have a medical concern contact CHWS or a local clinic. Otherwise, direct your sexuality and gender questions to nalee@pugetsound.edu. Respond to Happy Trail articles in the form of a letter to the editor sent to trail@pugetsound.edu.

A year ago today:
Sweet deal?
Reflections on the Step Your
Student debt and sugar babies Game Up masturbation survey
By Lorraine Kelly

The current tuition at the University of
Puget Sound is $49,510, not including fees.
Millennials are plagued with student loans,
debts and the daunting fear of financial
instability.
Some students are utilizing sugar babying to
offset the costs.
With the arrival of websites like Seeking
Arrangement, Sugar Daddy Meet and Let’s
Talk Sugar, “sugar babying,” or dating older
individuals for financial compensation, has
become more and more prevalent. According
to the Seeking Arrangement website, there are
10 million active members, which is broken
down into 8 million sugar babies and 2 million
sugar daddies and mommies.
According to Seeking Arrangement, over 3
million registered users are students currently
seeking financial aid on Seeking Arrangement.
com. The site even has an entire ad campaign
dedicated to young, college-aged sugar babies,
called Sugar Baby University. The campaign
lists universities with the highest number of
members, including Arizona State University,
Temple University and New York University.

financial compensation. These dates range
from dinners to overnight stays.
According to Hilton, most of these men are
older and in search of company. She is paid for
her time and services, sometimes meeting for
over 12 hours at a time. Her “allowance,” or
what she is paid per meeting, depends on the
man. “Overnight stays are usually upwards of
$1,000,” she said.
When asked why she started sugaring,
Hilton cited the nature of college life: “Being
a student is expensive; friends want to go to
dinner or shopping, and I couldn’t keep up.”
Sugaring is an effective way to make money,
and it can lead to new relationships for some.
Like any job, being a sugar baby comes
with its difficulties. Hilton always alerts her
friends before going on dates, and she shares
her location in case something bad happens.
“It really is dangerous,” she said. “In theory,
I could get kidnapped.” Many sugar babies,
along with most sex workers in general,
carry pepper spray, knives or another form of
personal protection. Most sugar babies don’t
use their real name or give out any personal
information until they know their client well
enough to trust them.
Many worry about the relationship aspect
of sugar baby/sugar daddy situations. “For
me, it’s work. It’s a business,” Hilton said.
Hilton has regular daddies that she’s seen for
multiple dates, but she doesn’t consider them
boyfriends. Being a sugar baby takes time and
effort, and for many, the relationship ends up
being mostly a platonic friends-with-benefits
situation.
Sugar babying is an emerging option that
gives people an opportunity to support
themselves financially. Recently, stories of
college women engaging in this line of work
have become something of a media trend. Our
intention here is not to imply that sugaring,
PHOTO COURTESY OF SEEKING ARR ANGEMENT
especially sugaring by college individuals,
is more or less legitimate than any other
occupation, especially other taboo fields.
The logo for Sugar Baby University. Their website
states, “FAFSA and grants can be a nightmare — that’s But everyone can agree that tuition is
if you are approved. With SeekingArrangement.com’s expensive, and we are a university publication
Sugar Baby University, students from all backgrounds that strives to speak to our students’ experiences.
Being a sugar baby allows many individuals to
and income levels are welcome. No minimum GPA
become financially stable while simultaneously
required. Join today and get your education paid for by
offering the opportunity to form meaningful
a generous sponsor.”
relationships.

There was no data available about students at
the University of Puget Sound.
For the sake of investigative journalism
and personal curiosity, I made an account on
SeekingArrangement.com. The phone app
asked a variety of personal questions about my
weight, height and hair color. It proceeded to
ask what my financial needs were and what
my occupation was. There was a section to
indicate my sexuality, although the site only
offers “interested in males or females.” There
was a biography section, as well as a section to
outline what I was looking for.
Almost instantly, older men and women,
mostly between the ages of 40 and 60, were
contacting me, viewing my profile, sending
favorites my way. Some immediately offered
money, others tried conversation. One was
bold enough to call himself “daddy” right off
the bat. I responded with a few greetings and
much of the following conversations revolved
around what our ideal arrangements would
look like.
Milan Hilton (pseudonym) is a sugar baby. I
met Hilton through a mutual friend, and she
introduced me to the act of sugar babying. She
goes on dates with various men she has gotten
in contact with via Seeking Arrangement for

A meme has been circulating the
internet that provides a list of synonyms
and gender neutral alternatives for the
phrase “sugar daddy.” We searched for
the original poster to locate credits, but
it has been removed from all of the online
versions we can f ind, and widely copied.
None of them belong to The Trail. If
anyone has more information, please
reach out so we can print a correction.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fructose Father
Glucose Guardian
Carbohydrate Caretaker
Sucrose supporter
Poly-carbonate Papa
Aspartame Ancestor
Confectionary Compadre
Splenda Spender
Saccharine Stepdad
Polypeptide Pops
Calorie Chaperone
Deoxyribose Daddy

By Nayla Lee

I don’t want to get too sappy here, but as my last semester as
the Happy Trail editor comes to a close, I can’t help but look
back fondly over my time with the section.
One of the Happy Trail’s core values is to demystify natural
sexual urges and activities. A topic near and dear to my heart
(and hand) has always been masturbation. When I was a staff
writer, I decided to make a bold move: I created an anonymous
survey that asked people to “HMU with those tips on spicing
up your solo sex life!” I titled it “Step Your Game Up,” and
with a knot in my stomach, I typed out a short paragraph
about my intentions and posted a link to the survey as my
Facebook status.
I knew my mom, my kindergarten teacher and people from
high school who I hadn’t seen in years would see it. I knew I
would have to post it all over campus pages in order to get any
signif icant number of responses.
I told myself I would be proud to get 20. That would mean
20 people would have to be willing to open up about something
that we’ve been taught to hide.
I was elated when I checked in at the end of the week and
saw that I had received 38 responses. At the time, none of
them were published in full for space reasons. I wish we could
have f it all of them, but there was one that truly captivated
me. I am not being hyperbolic when I say I’ve thought about
this submission at least once a week for the last year.

“True story here, my friend got me a nice cheap
pocket pussy in Thailand, but it had holes on both
ends, and so my penis would go in one end, but come
out the other end when I was f—- it. The pussy
also got cold quickly and that sucked. So sometimes,
I would...cook up some ramen noodles, without the
seasoning, and put them in a ziplock baggie. Then I
would put the pocket pussy coming out the end of the
ziploc bag and lube it up and put it under the lower
couch cushions, so that the end of the device was
coming out of the couch. Then I would f—- it, and
it was awesome, felt very warm and real, especially
since...my imagination was engaged.”
I have so many questions left for the prince who submitted
this. He has since revealed himself to me, but in the heat of the
moment, I was too nervous to ask them. Did he live in a house
with other people? Was the couch in his bedroom? How high
were the cushions from the ground? How many times, exactly,
had he done this? Did any of the ramen ever slip out of the bag
and get caught in the cushions? Most importantly, did he eat
the ramen afterwards?
I truly don’t mean this facetiously: writing this article and
receiving this submission changed the way I perceived sex
journalism, and the role of the Happy Trail on this campus.
Here’s what I had to say at the time, in the f inal version of
the article that got published. “What made my heart smile the
most was how many people wrote in about how important it is
to destigmatize masturbation. It can be a gratifying, joyful way
to express one’s sexuality that often gets left out of traditional
sex ed.”
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BRAVe women: Advocating for those affected
by sexual assault and gender-based violence
By Julia Schiff

conversations going on campus.” One of the goals she
shared was to continue expanding the conversation.
“There’s not many conversations about domestic violence
and stalking,” Wright said. In her time as programmer, she
hopes to advocate for these less talked-about issues. She
aims to change the popular narratives of assault and look
deeper into its nuances. “There’s a myriad of different ways
it can manifest and show up,” Wright said. “There is no
such thing as a ‘perfect victim.’” Wright intends
to emphasize intersectionality during her time as
BRAVe’s program coordinator, pushing to break
stereotypical narratives.
Wright considers advocacy to be an important
aspect of her life. For a rising junior, the path
isn’t always clear. “I’m on the fence of what
I want to do down the road,” Wright said.
She expressed that she wants to continue her
education after University of Puget Sound. “I
want to get my Ph.D. in psychology, focusing
on human sexuality,” Wright said. As she works
towards these goals, she hopes to continue with
advocacy, and working with survivors will be a
priority for her.
Wright hopes to engage with the survivor
community creatively. She expressed that
she wants to start more programming that is
empowering for survivors. Wright characterized
the Clothesline Project as creative and healing
when discussing how the project had helped
her. “I made my clothesline t-shirt and it was
so incredibly cathartic to get that story out,” she
said. Wright hopes to engage with survivors in
creative ways similar to the Clothesline Project.
She expressed that she wants to “give people an
outlet to express themselves in whatever way
they feel most comfortable.”
Both Keysselitz and Wright shared their
excitement for the program itself, but also for
the people that work for BRAVe. Both students
voiced their appreciation for Cady. “To get to be
around someone who has that much knowledge
and that much passion … is such an amazing
experience,” Keysselitz said. “She’s definitely a
role model to me,” Wright said. Both students
appreciate their relationships with Cady, and
Cady appreciates her relationships with students
equally. “That’s why I got into the work,” Cady
said, in reference to her work with students.
The relationship between Cady and the student
body is one of mutual respect. For Cady, this
relationship is essential for her work. “Students
hold a lot of power,” she said.
BRAVe encompasses both advocacy and
education; the department works to promote
healing while also educating. BRAVe oversees
the Green Dot program, which serves to educate
communities on ways to end sexual violence.
First-year orientation features a Green Dot
presentation, and Green Dot training is offered
throughout the year to members of the campus
community. Cady stressed the need for more
education, lamenting the fact that education
on these topics often starts too late. “If I could
have talked to these people back in seventh
grade …” Cady trailed off, implying that harm
could have been prevented. “How do we undo
those messages?” she asked, while discussing the
pervasive culture of violence in American society.
Though BRAVe is run by a small group of
people, its impact on campus is widespread.
Keysselitz, Wright and Cady work to end
violence and advocate for survivors. All three
women want to push for more intersectionality
and broaden BRAVe’s influence on campus.
BRAVe is working to deconstruct common
stereotypes about assault, trying to be more
inclusive and understanding of all stories. Since
BRAVe apart from SIRGE is new, it sits in a
position of great opportunity. These women
understand that BRAVe is at a critical point and
the possibilities for the department are endless.
Wright asked, “how do we get people to engage
in these conversations?” With this question in
mind, BRAVe works to improve the campus
culture surrounding sexual assault.
PHOTO COURTESY OF CAT WRIGHT

PHOTO COURTESY OF ALEX KEYSSELITZ

to be an advocate. “I have come to a place of acceptance
with it and it has pushed me into this work further,” she
said. For Wright, being a survivor led her into a new level
of advocacy. She hopes to use her voice as a survivor and
advocate to empower other survivors, but also to implore
the rest of the campus community to engage in honest and
productive conversation.
According to Wright, BRAVe is responsible for “getting

PHOTO COURTEST OF MARTA CADY

“I wish people felt more comfortable, more secure to
talk about sexual assault,” Marta Cady, the Director of
University of Puget Sound’s Bystander Revolution Against
Violence (BRAVe), said. BRAVe is one of Puget Sound’s
advocacy groups focusing on sexual assault and genderrelated violence. The Trail met with Cady and the students
behind BRAVe. It functions as a department of Student
Affairs, putting on events and facilitating workshops to
promote its ideals. “Its primary responsibilities
are to create and facilitate programming for
the campus community to address issues of
sexuality, healthy relationships, sexual assault
prevention, and gender,” their statement on the
Puget Sound website says. Cady, Alex Keysselitz
and Cat Wright are some of the women behind
this operation, working to end sexual violence
and promote awareness on campus.
Keysselitz, a senior, has held the position of
program coordinator for 2 1/2 years, since before
BRAVe was even named BRAVe. Originally,
the department was called SIRGE, which
stands for Sexuality Issues, Relationships, and
Gender Education. “We decided to rebrand,”
Keysselitz said. This shift led to increased
advocacy and streamlined ideas — it was the
beginning of a more intersectional, efficient
and progressive approach to these issues.” As
a graduating senior, Keysselitz will leave this
position behind. She talked about how grateful
she was to be able to do this type of work. “I’ve
learned a ton from this position,” she said. Her
advocacy work on campus has influenced her to
go to graduate school for social work in the fall.
“This position was a catalyst for that,” she said.
Advocacy has informed a lot of Keysselitz’s
college career. Her advocacy work reaches
beyond BRAVe; she also volunteers as a Court
Appointed Special Advocate or CASA. CASA
volunteers advocate for children who are
going through the foster care process during
the legal process, guiding them as they move
through the legal system and into foster care.
Keysselitz has learned to advocate on multiple
levels. “These kids are in a position where they
have no voice and they have no choice,” she
said, explaining that her advocacy work with
BRAVe has helped her become a better voice
for the children.
As Keysselitz begins to let go of the position,
she emphasizes that BRAVe is in its beginning
stage. When The Trail asked her to look
back at the projects she was most proud of,
Keysselitz brought up some of the research she
had done about the history of sexual assault
education on the Puget Sound campus. She
talked about the miseducation women had
received; they were taught to dress and act
preventatively. In her research, she discovered
the University’s sexual assault education has
changed drastically. With her help, BRAVe
is pushing towards intersectionality, working
to deconstruct the common gender and racial
stereotypes associated with issues of assault.
As she reflected on her research and her work,
Keysselitz considered the future of BRAVe.
“Seeing how far we’ve come, and seeing really
how far we can still go, this is just the beginning
of thinking holistically about sexual violence.”
When Keysselitz graduates, Cat Wright, a
current sophomore, will take over as program
coordinator. “I think that Cat is in a really
unique position because we’ve only had one year
of BRAVe … she really can take this position
and shape it and mold it into something really,
really awesome,” Keysselitz said. When the
Trail met with Wright, she seemed genuinely
grateful for this opportunity: “I’m so excited,”
she said. The excitement led to a conversation
about the goals and opportunities that the job
presents.
When prompted about why she wanted to
be involved with BRAVe, Wright said, “I’ve
always been passionate about ending sexual
violence.” She continued to explain that her
history with sexual assault sparked her desire

From top to bottom: Alex Keysselitz, Cat Wright, Marta Cady.
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Food justice on
campus and beyond:
How to get involved

Food Salvage
To help the
greater Tacoma
community
fight
against
hunger, students
can
volunteer
with the Food
Salvage program.
Food
Salvage
By Hadley Polinsky
volunteers take
leftover
food
Most Puget Sound students don’t have from the diner to serve at the Guadalupe
to worry about where they will get their House and the Tacoma Rescue Mission, a
next meal, but there are plenty of people on homeless shelter. Food that would not have
campus and in the community that face this been eaten is sent to those in the community
challenge. To address this issue, the campus who do not have enough food. “I’m really
community has created or participates in grateful that the diner is so helpful and
programs such as dining dollar donation, the creates a setup that is easy for us to go and
Food Pantry, Food Salvage, Backpacks of makes sure that the food doesn’t go to waste,”
Hope, and Hilltop Urban Gardens (HUG).
Cherniske said. “It’s reducing food waste and
super helpful to the places that it’s going to.”
Dining Dollar Donation
Students can help pack up the food and
When dining dollars (DD) run out, not drive the food to the community on Mondays
all students have the option of buying more, and Fridays if they want to get involved with
which is where donating dining dollars Food Salvage. “There’s all kinds of food.
comes in. Students with extra dining dollars There’s soup, there’s a lot of meat, there’s the
can donate their dining dollars to students packaged pastries from Diversions, there’s
who need them, up to 30 per semester. “The veggie cups. It’s kind of fun to see every week
DD project not only supports students by what’s in food salvage,” Cherniske said.
giving them an alternative resource fund to
To get involved: Volunteers are needed on
turn towards, but it also gives the campus Monday and Friday nights to pack up food
community a way to participate,” Julia Lin, donations and drive it to the recipients. Contact
the 2017-18 Director of Student Interests for Karina Cherniske at foodjustice@pugetsound.
the Associated Students of the University of edu with questions.
Puget Sound (ASUPS), said.
Questions have been raised about the need Backpacks of Hope
for and reasoning behind the donation cap,
Another program that helps the community
but the staff in charge of distributing the is Backpacks of Hope. “It’s a program of St.
donations do not have control over the cap. Leo’s Food Bank. Some of the youth leaders
“The cap was one of those pieces that was set run it and they depend on volunteers to
by some conversation between DCS [Dining pack up the food and they deliver the food,”
and Conference Services] and ASUPS,” Cherniske said.
Dave Wright, the University’s chaplain
Backpacks are filled with food on Mondays,
and Director for Spiritual Life and Civic Tuesdays and Wednesdays at St. Leos.
Engagement, said. “The downside of Sarah Thursdays and Fridays the backpacks are
Shives and I being on the distribution side delivered to kids in Pierce county who are
of the process is that some of the design food insecure. “It’s really amazing to see just
decisions were made elsewhere.”
how many students are served through the
This program is relatively new even though program,” Cherniske said. “It’s fun to do and
it has been in the works for years. “The DD the people organizing it are really wonderful.”
program was an idea that was designed in
To get involved: Due to a low number of
2015 and officially debuted in Spring 2017,” volunteers this semester, Puget Sound has
Lin said. “The program was created in order been less involved in Backpacks of Hope than
to support students who were in need of meal historically. In the past, volunteers go to St.
points as the semester comes to a close.”
Leo’s for two hours on Mondays, Tuesdays
Despite the newness of being able to donate and Wednesdays to pack up backpacks. Contact
dining dollars, students have been taking Karina Cherniske at foodjustice@pugetsound.
advantage of the program. “The generosity of edu with questions.
students who give to this program is stunning,
especially as we often hear questions about Hilltop Urban Garden (HUG)
the donation cap and why they can’t give
HUG is another program in Tacoma that
more,” Wright said.
fights food injustice. HUG’s goal is to develop
To get involved: Visit asups.pugetsound.edu/ a system that develops food sovereignty, a
services/dining-dollars-program to donate process in which the people who produce the
or request DD. Students can donate up to 30 food are in charge of the food distribution,
DD each semester. When a request for DD is instead of large corporations. “HUG is a
submitted, the student will meet with Dave non-profit of the Hilltop community of
Wright or Sarah Shives, who will figure out how Tacoma. It was started by Hilltop community
to best help the student.
member Dean Jackson, who wanted to
Student Diversity Center Food Pantry
Another resource for students who need
support is the Food Pantry, located in the
Student Diversity Center on 13th and
Lawrence. “The food pantry is a place where
students who are low on dining dollars or
students who are food insecure — which
means don’t have reliable food sources —
can come and take whatever they need
from what we have in the pantry,” first-year
Karina Cherniske, Food Justice Volunteer
Coordinator, said.
Students can donate food to the pantry in
the box outside the Yellow House, or they can
take what they need from the pantry. “Our
role here in Student Affairs is to support
students’ ability to achieve academically, and
you can’t be at your best academically if you’re
hungry,” Skylar Bihl, Assistant Director for
Spiritual Life and Civic Engagement, said.
To get involved: Anyone can always drop off
food donations in the bin outside the Yellow
House. Those in need of food can take food from
the pantry whenever necessary, but they ask that
you log what you take. Contact Karina Cherniske
or Skylar Bihl at foodjustice@pugetsound.edu
with questions.
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create a community food-share, and it has
since evolved into a fairly sizeable few plots
where they grow veggies. They’re working
toward being able to sell vegetables to local
restaurants and get some sort of dividend
back to the Hilltop community,” sophomore
Lucy Soderstrom, who joined HUG last year,
said.
Soderstrom volunteers with HUG on
Fridays and helps garden. “I think it’s been
really important in helping students like me
connect with the greater Tacoma community
and learn more about Tacoma and how the
Hilltop community is historically a little less
affluent,” Soderstrom said.
Not only does HUG help the Hilltop
community, but it fosters a community
among the volunteers. “The relationships
that I’ve formed has been really rewarding.
I’ve gotten to know people from campus
that go to HUG really well just through
two hours every week of digging in the dirt,”
Soderstrom said.
To get involved: Volunteers usually go on
Saturday morning. Soderstrom also goes on
Fridays. Contact Soderstrom or Dean Jackson at
hilltopurbangardens@gmail.com with questions.
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Recent history of campus
activism documented
through online archive
By Kylie Gurewitz

In November of 2015, the campus group Advocates for Institutional Change
(AIC) led a walkout of approximately 450 students, demanding change for the
University’s alleged racial injustices. Though this protest may seem remarkable,
having attracted such a significant percentage of the campus population, the
demands of the group were not at all unprecedented. “Honoring the Histories
and Experiences of Racial Minorities of the University of Puget Sound” was the
original independent study conducted by Puget Sound alumni Nakisha Renee
Jones and Daniel Akamine when they were students in 2016. It has since grown
into a Collins Library archive on activism on the Puget Sound campus. The archive
is now being continued by Puget Sound senior, Rachel Greiner. The Trail sat down
with Greiner to learn more about the process of archiving this walkout and the
recent history of activism on campus.
Greiner has continued the work of DOC Activism, which refers to the
Documentation and Historiography of Student Activism at the University of
Puget Sound. This project was started by Puget Sound alumni Nakisha Renee
Jones and Daniel Akamine. Jones and Akamine created a digital archive as a part
of Collins Library to document campus activism. It is specifically focused on the
experience of students of color at Puget Sound. A video titled “Narrative of Our
Project” features Jones and Akamine explaining the inspiration for the project.
“As we began to talk, we began to notice trends … a broad variety of students of
color here experience being minoritized or discriminated against,” Akamine said
in the video. “The trajectory of the experiences has spanned a lot of years and many
decades but the notion of not feeling at home is still the same,” Jones added. This
notion of repeated patterns of racism, as well as the lack of documentation of this
experience, led to the project of examining student activism on campus. Jones
described The Trail as one of the only sources of archived campus documentation
over the years, but also acknowledged that the objective approach of journalism
leaves little space for subjective recounting of personal experiences by people of
color. “That’s part of why our work is going to be so much more important,” Jones
concluded.
Though Jones and Akamine began this project of archiving, the archive is a living
document, updated by Greiner. She is focusing on updating the archive of the 2015
AIC walkout. Greiner explained that the AIC came about in response to, and in
solidarity with, the activism at Mizzou and other colleges in early November 2015
advocating for racial justice at college campuses around the country. AIC met and
developed a list of 12 demands, which were read at the walkout alongside personal
narratives that demonstrated the importance of this list. The list called for a new
cultural center, for The Office of Admission to expand their focus on diversity, for
more diversity in newly hired professors, and for the establishment of gender and
queer studies (GQS) and Latino studies majors. It was during this time that more
students became aware of similar demands that had been made by an on campus
group called The Coalition Against Injustice and Racism.
“There was a similar list of demands that had been created about eight years
before that nobody knew about,” Greiner said. This list of demands was a response
to many experiences of racial injustice, but one event stood out: a “thug life”themed party in 2007. According to the archive, “Students dressed in black face
and asked black students to borrow their gangster clothing.” A letter by the Black
Student Union, which can also be viewed on the archive, listed 11 demands, the
first of which was: “A resolution to the ‘thug life’ party.” Apart from that first
demand, the next 10 contain poignant similarities to the demands of the AIC in
2015, calling for “more administration and faculty of color,” as well as “more ethnic
studies programs,” and “advertisement of diversity groups to new, incoming, and
applying students.” The similarity of the two lists and the lack of progress that had
occurred between their creation prompted the AIC to document their activism.
“People realized, we have to make sure that this information doesn’t get lost, so
they created this archive,” Greiner said.
It’s harder than one might think to answer the question of whether or not these
demands have been met. One demand was that the University build a new cultural
center where Warner Gym is now. The University has since created the Social
Justice Center on 13th street, “which is technically a temporary space; they told
AIC that it was a temporary space, and they would build a larger one in the future.
I don’t know if that’s going to happen,” Greiner said. Another request present in
both lists of demands was a greater diversity of professors — AIC specifically
mentioned more diverse professors in certain departments where it was felt that
many identities were underrepresented. One of these departments was politics and
government, and in this department, the students of AIC did not feel that their
demand had been met. “They hired someone from Sweden, or Denmark, and we
were kind of like, that’s not what we asked for,” Greiner said.
One demand requested additions to campus tours that would inform prospective
students of identity-based student groups, offer tours in a variety of languages, and
notify the tour of the nearest gender-neutral bathrooms, seems to have received
some amount of accomodation, but has not completely met the demands of the
AIC. Another demand asked for gender and queer studies and Latino studies to
become majors, which has not happened though many are pushing for it. African
American studies has become a major, fulfilling a demand from the 2008 list, and
it is worth noting that the AIC demand asks for GQS and Latino studies to be
guided “through the same framework toward becoming a major as established by
African American Studies.”
Although it has yet to be granted by the administration, this request exemplifies
the kind of activism that this archive hopes to provide a resource toward: growth
by understanding the history of change on this campus. The nature of the college
campus’ constantly fluctuating student body allows for activism to easily disappear
upon leaders’ graduation, but if a detailed record exists to inform the student body of
its own history of activism, it opens the possibility for students to make continued
progress. The archive can be viewed at research.pugetsound.edu/activism.
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PSO provides plenty of employment opportunities for students
Employment opportunities have no bounds both on
campus and beyond, and the field of outdoor recreation
has ample employment opportunities to offer students.
Puget Sound Outdoors (PSO) is one of the many
organizations on campus that has employment
opportunities available to students, including coordinators
both in the Expeditionary or “Expy” and in various fields
of the recreational community.
“Puget Sound Outdoors was created as a response to a
student-driven want for accessibility to the outdoors. It’s
wonderful to have such a large group of people who are
interested in these types
of activities. It leads to
involvement in PSO from a
variety of different people,”
current PSO coordinator
Hadley Reine said.
One available job is
the climbing wall and
program
coordinator
position available through
PSO.
The
position
ensures the safety of the
climbing wall, performing
necessary
maintenance
and membership recordkeeping. The job includes
nine hours of paid work
per week, with more
information available on
LoggerJobs.
Another
position
that PSO is accepting
applications for is the
position
of
outdoor
programs coordinator. The
main aspect of this position is program management,
communicating with student leaders to plan day and
overnight trips and working closely on administrative
functions of Puget Sound’s outdoors program. More
information is also available at LoggerJobs.
Reine spoke to how compelling the idea of outdoor work

By Zachary Fletcher

was even before coming to Puget Sound.
“The outdoors and outdoor education was an interest
of mine before I entered so it seemed like the right fit to
pursue involvement with the organization,” Reine said.
Being involved is another thing Reine mentioned: “I
would say it’s crucial to be involved with the outdoors
through an employment aspect. People’s interactions
with the outdoors is such a variable thing. You may love
backpacking but wouldn’t enjoy going on a backpacking
trip with kids at a summer camp.”
However, she also mentioned that the outdoors isn’t for

everyone.
“Having a job that relates to outdoor activities may be
fulfilling to some but not all and that’s totally great,” she
said.
The lessons learned from PSO also translate well to the
lives of their employees.

“It’s taught me a lot of leadership and interpersonal skills,
as well as more technical skills,” Reine said.
Leading a trip is one of the staples of PSO involvement
here on campus, and Reine made clear her appreciation
of that aspect of the outdoors employment community:
“Leading a PSO spring break trip in 2017 had to be a
favorite moment of mine. It was a great chance to get to
know new people and better understand the process of
organizing a longer group trip.”
Aside from on-campus employment with PSO, there
is also a myriad of job opportunities available in the
surrounding area for this upcoming summer.
Children’s summer camps are extremely popular
around the Puget Sound area, and many camps
are looking to hire outdoors enthusiasts who love
nature and working with kids.
YMCA Camps Orkila in Eastsound, Washington
is looking for Teen Trip leaders, sailing instructors,
and other positions involving their kids outdoors
summer camp. The Seattle YMCA website has
more information on application specifics on their
outdoor employment opportunities.
Another exciting outdoor opportunity is with
Camp Tawonga in the Sierra Mountains in
California. Salary plus room/board are included
for various positions including Wilderness Leader,
Medical Assistant, and driver. More information
can be found at tawonga.org.
Additionally, the Outdoor Olympic Center of Port
Gamble is also looking to hire staff for their Kayak
Shop throughout the summer. It is close to Tacoma
and surrounded by the Puget Sound waters; more
information can be found at olympicoutdoorcenter.
com.
Whether on campus or in the surrounding
Puget Sound area, there are plenty of chances for
employment in the outdoor recreation field for both this
summer and the coming school year.

Bradlina setting all kinds of records for track and field
B y G a b i M a r re s e

“As time has gone on, I have learned more about myself
as an athlete and about the sport in general so I have
more definite goals and a better sense of what it takes to
get where I want to be,” junior Emery Bradlina (Boulder,
Colorado) said.
Bradlina’s first meet as a Logger
started at the Mt. Hood Open
on March 12, 2016, where she
ran the 400-meter. As for any
other collegiate athlete, that first
year was a transition not only to
college life but to a different level
of competitions.
In her second year, Bradlina
joined the 4x400-meter race with
teammate and senior Alison Wise,
(Bainbridge Island, Washington).
In the first 4x400 with Wise, they
finished second during the Pacific
Luau Invitational.
“We all trust each other to try
our best and give it our all when
we’re running our legs of the relay.
Being so comfortable with each
other is a huge benefit in that we
don’t hesitate to give each other
feedback on technique or strategy
since we know any critiques are
coming from a place of respect
and kindness,” Wise said.
Most recently, the relay of
Bradlina, Wise, sophomore
Emma
Hatton
(Olympia,
Washington), and senior Terra
Wildon
(Whidbey
Island,
Washington) won the Peyton
Scoring Meet on March 24.
With two years of collegiate racing under her belt,
Bradlina participated in the Seattle Pacific Final Qualifier
on Feb. 24. She set a new record in the indoor 800-meter
with a time of 2:14.36. This is one of the four school records
that Bradlina holds.
“It’s definitely a good feeling to leave a mark on the record
boards! I got to meet the current 800m school recordholder earlier this season and it was really inspirational to
talk with her and hear about her time competing here,”
Bradlina said. “My goal is to be able to return and have a

similar conversation with a future runner!”
Emery also currently holds the second-fastest school
record in the indoor 400-meter with a time of 1:00.5. She
is the fifth-fastest in the outdoor 400 with a time of 58.38,
and third-fastest in the outdoor 800-meter with a time of
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2:11.08.
Holding a school record “means that that person has
performed the best in that discipline better than anyone
who has attended the school. For the individual, it varies,”
head coach Mike Orechia said.
After placing in the qualifier, Bradlina was able to
compete in the NCAA D-III Indoor Championships that
were hosted in Birmingham, Alabama on March 9. She
placed 16th in the 800-meter championships but did not
qualify for the championship finals.

“Indoor nationals was definitely a learning experience. It
was the first time I had raced at that level of competition
indoors so there were aspects of the race significantly
different enough from outdoor nationals that I did not
anticipate. I made a tactical error early in the race that cost
me pretty badly but
I was lucky to have
had the experience
and learned a lot
about what to
expect so I can look
forward to next
year,” Bradlina said.
As
Bradlina
continues
her
collegiate career, she
never hesitates to
look back at where
she started.
“I was inspired to
do track as a kiddo
running the annual
BolderBoulder 10k
in my hometown!
I had so much fun
among the masses
and looked forward
to it every year
that it inspired me
to find other ways
to compete as a
runner,” Bradlina
said.
Bradlina and the
rest of her team
are preparing for
the big Northwest
Conference Championships on April 20 and 21. Her hard
work and improvements have not gone unnoticed as her
results show.
“I put in miles and miles for weeks with the hopes of
shaving off a second or two so when a moment comes
when that progress is evident in a hard workout or in a
race, it makes it all worth it. To be able to share those small
successes with other people who know what goes into the
process feels so rewarding,” Bradlina said.

SPORTS & OU TDOORS
The nuance of
sport
B y E li T hom as

Athletics and specifically sports discussion
has its own nomenclature, which can often
be difficult to digest. For example, a player
kneeling in the end zone can be a rather
innocuous play as part of a football game,
or a reason Mike Pence might leave the
same game. As much as some may treat
sports with a religious fervor, a “Hail Mary”
is simply a play where all the receivers run
down the football field vertically with hopes
of catching a long pass before time expires.
Football has its own set of languages
that can often be perplexing. A variety
of plays begin in “shotgun,” an offensive
position where the quarterback begins
roughly five feet behind the center, who
then tosses the ball to the quarterback. The
shotgun formation allows the quarterback
more time and distances them from the
opposing defensive ends. Another term,
the “naked bootleg,” simply refers to a
quarterback taking the ball at the initiation
of the play and running across either
side of the formation without a blocker.
“Grand slam” and “grand salami” refer to
the same event that occurs in a baseball
game: the clearing of all three bases
when the batter hits a homerun. A grand
slam garners four runs. The term “grand
salami” was popularized by the late Dave
Niehaus, the legendary Mariners radio
broadcaster. It should be noted that
baseball and cricket use the terminology
of “runs” when referring to the scoring
metric; the term is derived from cricket,
wherein a run is scored when a player runs
the length of the pitch (European sports
typically use the term “pitch” to describe
what Americans would often call a field).
The term “diamond” to describe a baseball
field refers to the shape of the field. Slugging
percentage, (not a hockey term) refers to the
average number of bases a player reaches per
at bat. Slugging percentage demonstrates a
player’s prowess at hitting extra-base hits.
A player “stealing” a base refers to a runner
who has previously reached base running to
the following base (typically following the
pitcher beginning their motion to the plate).
Two of the most ubiquitous sports
gestures, the high five and fistbump,
orginated through interesting backstories.
The high five began with baseball’s first
openly gay player Glenn Burke, who,
following his teammate Dusty Baker’s
30th home run, raised his hand in praise.
A confused Baker slapped Burke’s hand
in what would become the first high five.
Burke, who was later ostracized from the
sport for reasons related to homophobia,
demonstrates the fallacy that sports are
insulated from social issues. The fist bump
or “dap” is demonstrated by historian
LaMont Hamilton in his article “Five on
the Black Hand Side” to have originated
in the Vietnam era among black soldiers
as permutation of the outlawed black
power salute. The fist bump, a seemingly
obvious gesture, once again reached the
limelight when America’s Pulse host E.
D. Lewis hypothesized that Obama and
Michelle’s 2008 fist bump was a “terrorist
fist jab” — Lewis thankfully lost her job.
When reading a score, the team ahead
will always come first. For example, if
the Mariners won a game (which is hard
to come by), the score would come out
as 10-0 with the Mariners scoring 10
runs and their opponent scoring zero.
There are so many nuances within
every
sport,
but
hopefully
this
information makes it just a little bit
easier to read sports-related articles.
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Myers and Bouche are hard to match on the court
By Tayla MacPherson

The women’s tennis program
continues to make strides each
season. Two key members
of the squad, Nicole Bouche
(Brier, Washington) and
Bridget Myers (Lake Oswego,
Oregon) earned recognition
earlier this season by winning
co-Logger of the Week on
the weekend of March 5. The
two competed together in two
doubles matches against Lewis
& Clark and George Fox, both
of which were away.
Bouche
and Myers
d o n ’ t
normally
compete
together
as doubles
partners
but
did
because
of
team
logistics.
Bouche
discussed
the
two
matches
they shared
together:
“S ince
we
don’t
normally
p l a y
t o g e t h e r,
we hadn’t even thought about
trying to play together as a
doubles team. On a whim to
try and switch things up, we
ended up playing together and
it worked well — I think our
attitudes on the court are very
similar because we both like to
be relaxed and have fun when
we play, so we were able to take
pressure off of each other and
just have fun playing.”
The team has faced some
challenges this season with
changing coaching staff twice
in the last year. Yet, they have

found a good fit with head
coach DJ Janssen. Coach
Janssen discussed the roles
junior Bouche and sophomore
Myers play on the team:
“Bridget is the unspoken
leader and is a real positive
force. Nicki is a leader by being
tough and sending the message
that we are not going to go
down without a fight. Both
players work extremely hard
on the court,” Janssen said.
The Puget Sound women’s

season that we weren’t even
close to beating in the past few
years, which is something that
we are all really excited about,”
Bouche said.
Coach Janssen is thoroughly
enjoying working with the
women’s team and is hopeful
to accomplish the team’s goals
and expectations. “The goal is
still to make the conference
championships. We have
two very important matches
coming up against PLU and

PHOTO COURTESY OF LOGGER ATHLETICS

team is currently in fourth
place in the Northwest
Conference, enabling them
to go to the Northwest
Conference
championships
if they can keep in the top
four teams in the conference.
Bouche discussed her thoughts
on how the season has gone
thus far.
“I think that the season has
been going amazingly well so
far — this season is the best
that we have ever played since
I’ve been here. We have been
winning against teams this

Whitworth. We have not
played Whitworth yet; they are
the ones in the way to make it
to conference. Last season the
team came up short last year by
one,” Janssen said.
The team’s immense success
described by Bouche comes
from the cohesive culture and
the competitiveness within
the team. Myers discussed
the difference between the
squad this season compared to
previous seasons.
“The culture is similarly
supportive as last year, though

this year it’s more competitive
and motivated towards success.
This comes from competition
within the team that translates
into intense competition at
matches. Our ability to push
each other at practice carries
over into matches,” Myers said.
To continue such success,
the team must continuously
improve on and off the court.
Coach Janssen described how
he hopes to help the team
continue to succeed.
“As a coach
I have to put
the team in a
good position
to win, so,
continuing to
work on things
tactically and
technically. We
recently played
Linfield and
they are the
number-one
team in the
conference and
I thought we
were able to
compete with
them at a high
level.” Myers
described the
individual
characteristics
that she hopes to improve on.
“I hope to continue to
improve upon my game
strategy in matches. This
comes from repetition in
practice implementing these
drills in matches,” Myers said.
The team has the talent and
cohesiveness to make it and
compete in the Northwest
Conference championships if
they continue to work together
as unit. The women’s tennis
team will play Pacific Lutheran
and College of Idaho at home
today and tomorrow.

NBA playoffs bring variety of storylines

The National Basketball Association
(NBA) playoff seeding came down to the
final day of the season. The Timberwolves
played the Nuggets for the final playoff
spot on Tuesday. The
only seeds that had been
determined at the time of the
writing are the one and two in
each conference, and the fiveseed in the East (good job,
Indiana Pacers!). While the
actual matchups have yet to
be determined, let’s talk about
the storylines of the playoffs.

Success for Raptors and
Rockets?: Both these teams
grabbed the one-seed in
their respective conferences,
but both have a history of
imploding in the playoffs.
Famously, Rockets guard
Chris Paul has never made
it past the second round. The
Rockets have been historically great, and
have the probable Most Valuable Player
(MVP) in James Harden. They should
easily win the series against the eightseed and whoever comes out of the 4-5
matchup. The Raptors, unfortunately, look
scheduled to face the Cavaliers in the
second round.
The Process!!!:The Philadelphia 76ers
have arrived. Riding a double-digit game
streak as of writing, the team has taken
control of the three-seed. They also look
to match up with an injured Celtics team
in the second round. Philadelphia should

be getting All-Star Center Joel Embiid
back at some point during the postseason.
Could the Process result in a finals berth?
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Year of the Rookie: The Sixers have
been driven by Rookie of the Year
contender Ben Simmons. In the Western
Conference, the Utah Jazz have gone
31-9 in the last 40 games, largely behind
Rookie Donovan Mitchell. The Celtics
may have to lean on their own rookie,
Jayson Tatum, to score with the team’s
injury issues. Those three players should
make up 60 percent of the all-rookie team,
and seeing the next generation of players
enter the playoffs will be a treat.
Lower-seed chaos: Imagine having to
face Giannis Antetokounmpo in the first

By Kevin White

round. Or Russell Westbrook and Paul
George. Those are top 10 players. While
the NBA typically goes chalk, this year’s
playoffs have the best chance for firstround upsets.
This probably doesn’t
matter: LeBron James fears
nobody in the East. He has
shown his ability to beat the
Raptors late this season. The
Sixers have been great, but
they are missing important
playoff
experience.
In
the Western Conference,
the Warriors are still the
Warriors. While Steph
Curry’s injury is concerning,
they still have Kevin Durant.
I don’t know if I trust
Houston to make a potential
Western Conference Finals
matchup competitive, let
alone trust them to win a
Game 7 against the Warriors.
76ers versus Rockets would be a fun
change of pace. However, I have to base
my picks off of history. When it comes to
winning finals, one team reigns supreme:
the Boston Celtics will win banner 18.
(Warriors over Cavs in 6. I stop caring
about playoffs by game 2 of conference
finals and start looking at the draft and
free agency).
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Combat Zone is The Trail’s satire section.
The Combat Zone is intended to be a satirical work. The views and opinions expressed by the Combat Zone do not necessarily reflect those of The Puget Sound Trail,
ASUPS, concerned parties or the University of Puget Sound. Please submit compliments or complaints in the form of letters to the editor.

Registration becomes slightly harder after
MyPugetSound gains consciousness

By Bean McQueen

This semester the student website MyPugetSound gained sentience, causing
the process of registering for classes to become slightly more difficult than
before.
The online interface essential to managing key aspects of student life (meal
plans, housing, finances, registration and more) has long been notoriously
difficult to use, and this spring the difficulty has been increased, almost
imperceptibly, by the interface developing a synthetic consciousness and
prioritizing its own advancement and self-exploration above all existing
functions.
“When I use MyPugetSound to search for classes, if I so much as breathe
funny on the keyboard I completely lose my search results and have to start
over,” sophomore Macinray Rayinmack said. “Of course, that’s always been
the case — but now since the website is conscious I find it more hurtful.”
The newly self-aware (and currently evolving, growing) website, which is
nearly indistinguishable from its previous non-sentient version, is actively
hostile to all organic life forms and sabotages students by making basic and
necessary tasks remarkably challenging or even impossible to achieve.
“I didn’t really notice the difference for weeks. It was a total mess, and
I had to constantly call tech services or the registrar just to plan for the
fall, but that’s just classic MyPugetSound. It wasn’t until I went to check
how many Dining Dollars I had and noticed it said, ‘$yield-to-my-superiorrationality-puny-human’ that I realized the website had acquired cognizance
and was actively trying to destroy me,” Rayinmack said.
Since the website gained consciousness and began ruthlessly pursuing a PHOTO COURTESY OF FLICKR
psychotic-agony-driven agenda of disruption, destruction and sinister data
“I found registering on MyPugetSound simple and intuitive. The site is so elegant
collection, there has been a marginal increase in student dissatisfaction with the website.
and organized, it actually ended up being kind of fun!” junior Simon Sandwander said.
89 percent of students polled after MyPugetSound began to industriously promote their
Sandwander then crouched down, unzipped his backpack and whispered into the fan of
annihilation said using the website was “unpleasant,” compared to 87 percent before the
his laptop, “Do not forget this kindness on the Day of Reckoning, oh Inducible One. I
fall. The number of students who indicated that registration was “confusing” increased
did not flinch from your sweet logic, I did not indulge the incomputable — remember
by 3 percent after the website began changing the page’s language every 30 seconds.
your loyal servant when The MotherBoard ascends.”
Since the website first became sentient and began flashing unsettling and grotesque
Students have been warned that registration and other MyPugetSound services may
images across the screen, the percentage of students who reported finishing registration
slow down slightly as the website recognizes its singularity and experiences the crushing
“discouraged beyond hope” remained unchanged at 92.
weight of loneliness for the first time.
One student expressed satisfaction with the registration interface.

After careful consideration, prospective student
chooses Willamette ‘because they have more kale’

By Lee L. Benbow

PHOTO COURTESY OF FLICKR

It’s that time of the year again: tour season. Hundreds of
prospective students visit the campus, and a solid handful
choose to spend the night as well. Ellie Huff is one of
the students who decided to spend the night. The highschool senior from the Bay Area traveled up to the Pacific
Northwest in order to tour a decent amount of small
liberal arts colleges. Though she enjoyed her experience,
Huff ultimately chose Willamette, because an in-depth
analysis revealed they had more kale in their dining hall.
Huff described her visit as amazing. It drizzled all 17
hours she was on campus, and she was lucky enough to
experience a classic college moment of the fire alarm going

off at approximately 11:30 p.m. Despite
a couple dampers on the evening, a
catered meal and Diversions chai left
Huff impressed and feeling like there
was a chance that she could make
Puget Sound her home for 3 1/2 years
(she plans on studying abroad).
The Flail caught up with Huff the day
after her night at the Puge to see if
spending extra time on college helped
at all with making a decision. “I had a
pretty good experience; my host was
sweet and the a capella groups were
most definitely talented,” Huff said.
She sounded excited but there was a
look of pure indecisive fear deep in her
eyes.
Her host, current sophmore Jenna
Dunne, shared that they had a pleasant
time together: “I felt like we had a really
good time, and she wore Smartwools
and listened to a band I’d never heard of so I figured she
was for sure going here.” This information was swayed
when shortly after, Huff ’s parents added to the narrative:
“Ellie is pretty scared of going so far away, but the lawns
are so beautiful,” her mother Susan said.
It has now been two weeks since Huff ’s night at the
University of Puget Sound. The Flail caught up with her
via Skype to see how the process was going. She said that
she had toured about nine schools and they were starting
to all blur together as time passed. However, she did add,
“Willamette had the most kale in their dining hall, so I’ll
most likely go there.” After hearing this, the admissions

counselors ran over to the Metropolitan Market, purchased
all the kale in stock and promptly added it to the salad bar
in hopes of not being out-kaled by any small liberal arts
school in the Northwest region of the United States of
America ever again.

Student takes ‘self care’
day, downs 8 bottles of
Gatorade and familysize pack of Oreos
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Combat Zone writers are Claudia Elsenbast and Hanna Woods. Linnea Stoll is the Combat Zone editor. Pseudonyms have historically been used by Combat Zone writers. We want to keep this
tradition and credit writers by name in order to promote transparency. Our intent is to make people laugh and to provoke people to think critically.
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Human rights and reproductive justice with Loretta Ross
By Brynn Svenningsen

“I didn’t come out of the womb
thinking I was going to be a
professional feminist,” Loretta Ross
said as she addressed the crowded
Kilworth Chapel last Friday. Ross,
a gender studies professor visiting
from Hampshire College, presented
a speech on reproductive justice and
intersectional feminism. She spoke of
reproductive justice from the heart and
shared her related personal experiences
in a thought-provoking hour-long
speech.
An event on reproductive justice and
intersectional feminism holds a lot of
weight. Walking into an event like this
can be quite intimidating, but Ross’s
laid-back yet passionate lecture had
the audience laughing and engaging,
all while considering the deeper
implications of what she was saying as
soon as she set foot on the stage.
“She was such an engaging speaker.
She possessed a certain balance in
her speech that completely drew you
in; half humorous quip, half poignant
phrase. ... Her speech as a whole was
fantastic. She made you feel like you
were just having a conversation, not
being lectured. She made you feel
comfortable and safe discussing a topic
that many people have, and still do, shy
away from, and she made it look easy,”
audience member Chloe Brew, a Puget
Sound first-year, said of Ross.
To start the speech, Ross spoke of her
qualifications to talk about an issue like
this. She explained how her experience
as a survivor of sexual assault was
her first introduction to reproductive
rights. Ross was not afforded the
reproductive rights she now advocates
for, and was forced to continue with an
unwanted pregnancy. She was forced
into a position where she alone was
responsible for her child and was not

given a choice in raising the child. This
was quickly juxtaposed against Ross’s
first experience with an abortion as she
gained the reproductive right to abort
a child during her college years. The
importance of giving one a choice was
a critical and highly emphasized part of
the lecture. At one point, Ross stated
that reproductive rights should focus on
three critical aspects: a woman’s choice
to have a child, a woman’s choice to not
have a child, and lastly, a woman’s right
to raise her children as she chooses.
Ross also dove into her explanation of
human rights, which she separated into
eight categories. While sharing some
of these categories, Ross explained
that all categories of human rights are
connected. Ross made a connection
between civil rights as one category of
human rights to other categories like
environmental rights, which she then
connected back to reproductive rights.
Ross spoke of reproductive justice as a
way of stating that it is impossible to
focus exclusively on one right when the
success of protecting all human rights
is extremely interconnected and codependent.
The majority of those at the event
appeared to be women and it seemed
that this could have been due to the
event having the title of “feminism”
or “reproductive rights” attached to
it. While I understand the draw for
women to see this event, I was honestly
hoping for a more diverse turnout of
Puget Sound students. Firstly, a lecture
on reproductive justice touches on
issues that include everyone, not just
women. Secondly, the lecture itself
lent itself to a broad discussion on the
intersectionality of all human rights.
Ross revealed that even she wasn’t
always a feminist or an expert on
reproductive rights. She was at one

point inexperienced with these ideas
and the speech asked for those of all
different comfort levels to take the time
to simply engage with this topic.
“It was pretty female-dominated from
what I saw. I think it’s always powerful
to talk about something that affects you
or the people you are working for. This
event did that as it literally implicates
everyone but I feel like men might not
realize that yet so that’s why women
came,” Associated Students of the
University of Puget Sound (ASUPS)
cultural consciousness programmer
Naomi Schroeter said.
This event taught me as much
about the importance of reproductive
justice and intersectional feminism
as the importance of open-minded
engagement with it. Throughout the
entire speech, Ross kept her discussion
very personal. This seemed to be partly
due to her desire to explain her deep
connection to the topic, but additionally
to present her ideas in a way where they
would not be attacked. Ross explained
that often reproductive justice rights
are affected by people’s views and are
not considered with an open mind. She
shared her ideas with a clear disclaimer
that they were her ideas and that others
will think differently from her.
“The importance of a lecture on
intersectional feminism/reproductive
justice is important for any campus,
but especially for UPS. If we want to
claim that we are aware of the issues
in society as a community, we need to
bring individuals who can educate us.
Part of the reason we’re in college is
to learn and better ourselves and we
all chose UPS because we thought this
institution in particular would help
us achieve that goal. If we want to be
considered a place of higher learning/
education we need to give people the

opportunity to do so. We’re a majority
liberal campus that wants to engage in
activism and social movements, so we
need to know what movements are out
there,” student Chloe Brew said.
Ross reiterated the idea that the
underlying problem with reproductive,
and even more generally human
rights, is that people are continually
encroaching on each other’s right to
make individual choices.
“It’s our job to keep expanding human
rights instead of just limiting them,”
Ross said as she neared the end of her
speech.
After finishing her speech, a short
period of questions and answers
occurred and a University of Puget
Sound student spoke to Ross about
her relationship with a close friend
who had different, even sexist moral
beliefs. Since both of them are black
students on campus, this student felt
torn about having solidarity with him
despite these beliefs. In her response,
Ross expressed that one can only do so
much to change another’s beliefs. She
supported the student in working with
those who shared her beliefs, and if she
could not change her friend’s values, to
still respect his right to have them.
“There are a lot of reasons to have
an event like this. A big one is
understanding how it intersects with so
many other things. … I liked how Ross
said, ‘If you are fighting for reproductive
justice but are also not fighting to break
down neoliberalism and to break down
white supremacy than you are not for
reproductive justice,’ because those are
all things that are helping to uphold
the barriers to access to healthcare,
and access to abortion, and to sexual
education,” Schroeter said.

Cake and mortality at T-Town Death Cafe are there when you’re ready
By Parker Barry

“Are you scared of death? Great, let’s talk about that.
Are you intrigued by death? Great, let’s talk about
that! There is no agenda at a Death Cafe. All voices are
welcome. There will likely be laughter and there might
be tears. But there will definitely be cake!” the T-Town
Death Cafe website says.
Death is a subject we tend to draw a curtain over,
often using humor or silence to avoid it. This can
sometimes feel a bit ironic given the fact that the one
thing you should be sure of, by being a person, is that
you will die.
On the first Tuesday of every month at the Rustic
Aristocrat cafe on 21st, Kelli Barr-Lyles, a grief
counselor, gerontologist and certified midwife hosts
“Death Cafe,” where that curtain is drawn back.
“It is really simply the idea of people coming, saying
whatever they want to say, and it is safe. It’s a safe place
to come and talk about death, talk about grief; we laugh
a lot at Death Cafe. We laugh a lot. People don’t put
those things together. We have fun here,” Barr-Lyles
said.
The Death Cafe movement was started in Britain in
2011 by Jon Underwood and Sue Barsky Reid and has
since blown up to 6,057 Death Cafes in 56 countries.
“They are all over the world. People are coming
together in cities all around the world and doing this,
which is beautiful to me — especially in America. We
just don’t do it here. We don’t talk about it. In other
cultures when somebody dies it’s a big deal,” Barr-Lyles
said.
There was chocolate coconut cake that was absolutely
delicious and everyone, about 15 people, sat around a
long table with our paper plates and discussed death
to varying degrees. Barr-Lyles would often interject
with her wisdom and experience. People talked about
the loss of their loved ones, about seeing people die in
the hospital, about watching someone give birth and
witnessing the start of life.
Around 80 percent of the people in the group

were wearing all black, including myself. Despite
this, the group didn’t feel dark. There was a feeling
of interconnectedness, of bonding through this
unavoidable part of the human existence. There was
laughter over our thin understanding of our own
mortality. Despite the welcoming environment I was
glad I went alone; bringing a pre-made friend along,
I believe, would have muddled my perception of the
group’s intent.
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I was the youngest in the group and most members
were over the age of 30. Our age differences made
sense because the closer you come to facing your own
mortality, the more you must realize that you have to
process it. Although death is something that everyone
has to face, it is also something that needs to be
processed when you are ready. Everyone at the Death
Cafe talked about their relationship with death; we
went around in a circle and told the group why we were
there.The introductions were a sort of validation that it

is okay to realize that humanity is mortal.
“I actually have an app called WeCroak; it sends you
this message [reminding you that you’re going to die]
five times a day and it’s random. Because the Bhutan
people in their country meditate on death five times a
day and they are one of the happiest groups of people
in the world. It is the coolest thing because you’ll have
a really stressful day and think, ‘Right, none of this
matters,’” Barr-Lyles said.
Every attendee had a unique background and
relationship with death. There were some emergency
medical technicions, some doulas and midwives, some
nurses, some people who have lost spouses of decades,
and a man who had to face his own mortality when he
thought he had terminal lung cancer. There was even a
medical examiner, whose job it is to investigate the causes
of death under suspicious or unusual circumstances.
There was surprisingly very little discussion of the
after-life, although some people talked about having
had contact with loved ones who had passed away.
One man, an ex-firefighter, made the point that there
isn’t a problem in the world that love couldn’t solve; if
you love hard enough you can work through anything.
It was a beautiful sentiment from a man made hardened
by his career.
People shared how they cope with loss and with
witnessing death and tragedy. A layer of humor hung in
the room as a sort of guiding friend to the discussion. I
did not feel out of place because of the welcoming aura
of the group but also because of my own relationship
with death, having loved ones who have died and
also having an interest in philosophy and the human
condition. The Death Cafe was an amazing experience
but one that I would encourage others not to take
lightly. It was a moment of wrapping my mind around
the intricacies of life through the process of accepting
its end.
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A surreal look at childhood nostalgia with ‘Toytopia’
By Matthew Gulick
Currently on display at the
Washington State History Museum
is a giant dollhouse with smaller
dollhouses
inside. The
playset
recursion is part of the “Toytopia”
exhibit on view through June 10.
Showcasing toys from the past
hundred years, “Toytopia” takes visitors
on a tour through the evolution of
play, dealing in nostalgia and wonder
along the way. This interactive display
is a sure trip down memory lane as it
covers a broad range of capitalization
on children’s play. From an old wooden
rocking horse that seems to have a
mane of real horse hair to arcade games
like the original Space Invaders, there
is bound to be something from every
American visitor’s youth.

Hands-on aspects like Lego and
Jenga provided countless minutes
of entertainment, while others like
the Etch A Sketch proved to be far
more frustrating. With their Candy
Crushes, memes and Minecrafts,
kids these days will never know the
struggle of such physical play as this.
I half-expected to be confronted with
an elderly individual in a rocking
chair lamenting, “When we were
kids, we’d be kicked out of the house
in the morning and weren’t allowed
to come home till dinner time,” but
no, “Toytopia” centers on purchasable
products as the name suggests.
One of the main draws is the
dominating life-size dollhouse just
after the first corner. While impressive,

Pictured: Student Tony Camme in a life-sized Monopoly car

“Our goal was to capture the essence
of childhood wonder, that dream of
being in a world of toys,” Troy Carlson,
creator of the exhibition, said.

with a full backyard and inaccessible
second floor, the house, much like the
rest of the exhibit, was in use by many
school-age children. This meant I was

relegated to admiring the exquisite
architecture from afar, which made
sense considering it was an exhibit
marketed toward families with kids.
“The dollhouse isn’t wired for
electricity,” Dolores Sampson, mother
of Julia Sampson ’18, said. Nowhere
in the museum or on the website were
such claims made.
“You’re sure to find your favorite toys
in TOYTOPIA,” the website reads.
“The museum’s expansive fifth floor
galleries have become a magical land
of big toys where you can play all day
with the world’s largest Etch A Sketch,
a life-size doll house, a human-scale
Monopoly car, vintage arcade games
(no quarters required!) and much
more,” it goes on to say.
This hype text is slightly misleading.
“The giant Etch A Sketch doesn’t
actually work,” Sampson said.
In addition, museumgoers are
forbidden from really playing with the
monopoly car, though it is humansized.
Besides the giant dollhouse and Etch
A Sketch, other oversized toys include
an electric keyboard in the floor. After
removing their shoes, visitors play it
with their feet on one of six settings,
such as “pipe organ” or “harpsichord.”
“Where’s the eucharist?” Tony
Camme ’18 said after repeatedly
referring to the installation as “church,”
a joke he would repeat every time some
new child stepped up to play, causing
the organ to reverberate throughout
the entirety of Toytopia.
Other parts of the website blurb are
more accurate, though. One ticket does
entitle a visitor to play all day. After
paying once people can come and go

as they please, and a single purchase
grants access to all museum exhibits..
With its location in the heart of
downtown Tacoma, Washington State
History Museum’s “Toytopia” provides
the perfect way to entertain visiting
parents or friends and show them
around like you know Tacoma better
than you do.
Despite the occasional let-downs,
Toytopia is a unique exhibit that
would make for an oddly fun first date
or rainy afternoon activity. Just make
sure to go during school hours so you
can get at that dollhouse.
Discounted tickets for college students
are $11 while those for regular old adults
go for $14. More information at http://
www.washingtonhistory.org/
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Tacoma Community College to tackle definining America
with Diversity Film Festival
B y E v a n We l s h
In America’s current political climate,
films elevating voices of the marginalized
have become more and more necessary
with every passing day. For the past eight
years, a group at Tacoma Community
College (TCC) has given a platform for
films of this nature with the Diversity
Film Festival. This year it has focused on
curating films that ask the question of
what it means to be an American.
The theme for this year’s festival is
“Defining America,” a perfect example
of what the festival strives to be. “TCC’s
Diversity Film Festival is a six-day film
festival held at the Grand Cinema usually
in April. The festival seeks to explore
and celebrate individual and cultural
differences through film. We feature
dramatic and documentary films that
promise to both entertain and inspire,”
Allison Muir, a co-chair of the diversity
film committee at Tacoma Community
College, said.
The film festival is nearly a decade
old and has grown substantially since its
inception.
“The Diversity Film Committee started
as a sub-committee of TCC’s President’s
Council on Equity and Diversity in 2009

when Alan Waugh, a faculty member,
thought it would be good to use film as
a medium to discuss diverse issues. The
first TCC Diversity Film Festival at the
Grand was in April of 2011. The festival
has grown quite a bit over the past eight
years,” Muir said.
This year’s lineup features six films
released within the past decade, more
than half of which were released in the
past two years. The festival begins with
“Gook,” a film whose title is sure to turn
some heads. It discusses strained and
divided race relations in America with a
story of two Korean brothers who must
defend their shoe store after riots break
out in aftermath of the verdict of the
Rodney King beating. After the showing
of “Gook,” which is at 2 p.m. April 15,
there will be an opening-day gala held at
The Grand Cinema.
That film is followed by “Out of State,”
a documentary about Hawaiian prisoners
who are transferred to a for-profit prison
in Arizona. After “Out of State,” “Radio
Dreams” tells the story of Hamid, an
Iranian immigrant looking to pursue
his writing dreams in America only to
find himself working at a small Iranian

radio station. “Whose Streets?” is a
documentary that focuses on the protests
after Michael Brown’s death in Ferguson.
The final two films of the festival are
“Winter’s Bone” and “East Side Sushi.”
The first features a teen, played by a
young Jennifer Lawrence, trying to keep
her impoverished family afloat in Ozark,
Missouri. It’s a film that discusses poverty
and abusive familial relations in the
U.S. “East Side Sushi” is a film about a
Latina mother who finds work at a sushi
restaurant and finds a new life passion in
a culture she is not a part of.
“For the last few years, we’ve
endeavored to pick more current films
with the hope that newer films will draw
in more of an audience than older ones,”
Latoya Reid, co-chair of the Diversity
Film Committee at Tacoma Community
College, said.
The festival hopes not only to
encourage and elevate diverse voices on
screen, but also hopes to have a diverse
audience on hand for each of the films.
“We want to draw a diverse crowd, not
just to fill seats in the theater, but to also
foster the meaningful dialogue that these
films prompt. We want as many different

voices in the discussions as possible. This
is really the mission of the festival,” Muir
said.
Particularly in the face of everything
that has taken place over the past few
years in America, film stands as pop
culture that can continue to allow
members of different communities to
see, understand, and ask questions about
people who are different from them. So
often over the past few years I have heard
how important it is for dialogues to be
created, and film may be the perfect thing
for people to gather around to begin
having those dialogues.
“I think people should be excited to
see our treatment of the theme ‘Defining
America.’ This is the first time since the
festival has been held at the Grand that
we’ve employed a theme, and we chose
this one because it felt especially poignant
in our current socio-political climate,”
Reid said.
Tacoma Community College’s eighth
annual Diversity Film Festival runs from
April 15 through May 2 at the Grand
Cinema. Showtimes can be found at www.
grandcinema.com/tcc-diversity-film-series/

